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March 2017 

Dear Year 8 Student 

This is a really exciting time for you as you move from Key Stage 3 to Key Stage 4.  You will 

be taking more and more responsibility for your learning and your future.  This year marks a 

complete change to the year 8 course choice process.  We have decided to give you three 

years to study your subjects as the new GCSE content is larger and requires you to have 

greater understanding than ever before.  Rather than cut out the number of choices to give 

more time, we have chosen to extend Key Stage 4 into year 9, so you will truly start your 

GCSEs next year. 

Though you will have to take a compulsory core of subjects at GCSE, you will also be able to 

choose from a wide range of optional subjects.  Some of the subjects will be familiar to you; 

some will be new.  This Course Choice pack and the Parents Information evening on 

Wednesday 8 March 2017 are designed to give you information to help you make the best 

choices. 

It is important that you read it carefully and speak with your parents and teachers; and, if 

you are already thinking of a career path, talk to careers staff at school.  The choices have to 

be right for you, so think about the subjects you need, enjoy or might interest you.  Also, 

think about the ways in which you learn best. 

This booklet has two sections: 

 The first section entitled: Guidance for Students and Parents 

Provides guidance on the option process, and key issues that affect the choices that 

you make. 

 The second section entitled: Course Information Year 9, Year 10 and Year 11 

Provides a detailed outline of all the courses available to current Year 8 for 2017-

2020. 

You deserve to be successful.  Aim high, choose wisely and work hard. 

 

Mr M Hartnell  

Assistant Principal
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Section 1: Guidance for Students and Parents 

 

Introduction 

The Henry Cort Community College provides a broad and balanced curriculum which 

engages and challenges our students so that they achieve the best possible range of 

qualifications to enable their future aspirations to be fulfilled.  The curriculum is designed to 

offer students a diverse and coherent choice of courses and learning experiences so that 

they develop skills and knowledge that remain with them long after examinations.  This is so 

our students leave school as confident and independent life-long learners, equipped with 

the transferable skills needed to thrive in a changing world. 

The Parents Information Evening 

On Wednesday 8 March, the Course Choice evening will be held at 6:30pm in the Cort 

Theatre.  The evening will include a presentation about the Course Choice process and there 

will be an opportunity to talk to the Senior Leadership Team and Faculty Leaders afterwards 

about the process.  This can then be followed up with subject teachers at the subject 

consultation meetings on Thursday 16 March 2017. 

Completing the Course Choice Form 

Please follow the instructions written on the form.  Forms should be completed, signed and 

returned to student reception no later than Friday 7 April 2017. 

Course Offers to Students 

We offer a ‘free choice’ of subjects at The Henry Cort Community College and have done so 

for a number of years now with a very high success rate of students getting their wishes.  

We try to ensure that you obtain your first choice; however, I wish to make it very clear that 

in some cases it will not be possible to meet the combination of subjects chosen by some 

students.  Whether or not we can meet your first choice depends on: 

(1) the number of students that choose each option - we can only offer a limited 

number of places in any given subject due to staffing considerations or indeed if too 

few choose the subject it may be unviable, 

(2) your ATL and attainment in the subject – if there is a history of lack of engagement in 

the subject then you may be questioned as to the reasons behind your choice, 

(3) in some cases, the combination of subjects chosen by a small number of students 

will not work due to their final place on the timetable.  In these cases, the student 

will be advised about the problem and given a chance to reconsider their choice. 
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Qualifications and Assessment

 

 

Students awarded GCSEs in 2019/2020 will receive 
9 to 1 grades. 
Students will not lose out as a result of the changes 
from A*-G.  We will use a statistical method (known 
as comparable outcomes) so that:  

 broadly the same proportion of students will 
achieve a grade 4 and above as currently 
achieve a grade C and above;  

 broadly the same proportion of students will 
achieve a grade 7 and above as currently 
achieve a grade A and above;  

 the bottom of grade 1 will be aligned with the 
bottom of grade G;  

 a grade 5 will be awarded to the top third of 
students gaining the equivalent of a grade C or 
bottom third of a grade B.  The Department for 
Education has decided that grade 5 will be a 
‘good pass’.  

The following Ofqual link explains this in more detail: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/550283/Ofqual_po
stcards_September_2016_-_Master.pdf  
 
Assessment 
You will now be assessed using numbers from 9 to 1.  9 is 
the top grade and equivalent to being above an A*.  The old 
‘C’ grade is now a 5.  You will be given a Current Working 
Grade, the grade your work is currently achieving.  It may  
be the result of a recent test or assessment in class or some home learning and a Projected 
Grade, which is the grade that your teacher thinks you will achieve by the end of your 
course, if you maintain your current effort.  Each grade is divided into three sections: 

A’s 

eg 5A (new GCSE) 

100% secure 

at that grade 

With a bit more effort you stand a good chance of 

achieving the grade above 

B’s 

eg 3B 

75% secure at 

that grade 

You are fairly secure at that grade.  With attendance at 

revision sessions you should make this grade. 

C’s 

eg 7C 

50% secure at 

that grade 

You are just as likely to achieve this grade as the one 

below – work hard and be independently revising to 

ensure you get this grade 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/550283/Ofqual_postcards_September_2016_-_Master.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/550283/Ofqual_postcards_September_2016_-_Master.pdf
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Core / Optional Curriculum

 

The Core Curriculum - Compulsory 

All students will follow the core curriculum to the end of Year 11.  These courses and the 

qualifications which they lead to are shown in the table below.  The core curriculum gives 

students the opportunity of achieving up to 7 GCSEs or equivalent.  Detailed information 

about the core courses is given in Section 2. 

SUBJECT 
HOURS PER FORTNIGHT  

Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 Number of qualifications 

English (Lang & Lit) 7 8 8 
1 Language (end of year 10) 

1 Literature (taken in year 11) 

Maths 7 7 9 1 GCSE 

Science Trilogy 7 7 9 2 or 3 GCSEs 

PE / Dance 5 4 4 1 NCFE / 1 GCSE (Dance) 

RE 5 4 - 1 GCSE (taken at the end of year 10) 

MFL 5 4 6 1 GCSE 

PSHEE/SRE 4 2 4 
0 – covered in the PDL Wednesday 
afternoon time 

Year 10 Block 4 4 - 
1 GCSE or Equivalent (taken at the 
end of year 10) 

Choice 1 3 4 5 1 GCSE or Equivalent 

Choice 2 3 4 5 1 GCSE or Equivalent 

 

The Core Curriculum - Science  

Some students will study Separate Sciences (Triple Science) which will get three separate 

GCSEs in Biology, Chemistry and Physics.  All other students will follow Science: Trilogy 

(Double Science) which will lead to two GCSEs. 

The Optional Curriculum – Courses 

After the core subjects, students will have a number of choices from a wide range of courses 

found in Section 2 Course Information.  Students can pick a choice in the Language and PE 

columns.  They will also pick a subject which they will complete at the end of year 10.  In the 

final column students must order their top four preferences with 1 being your 1st choice 

and 4 being your 4th choice.  We will try and get students their choices 1 and 2, but this 

cannot be guaranteed and we may need to use the other choices. 
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Information, Advice and Guidance

 

During the Year 8 Subject Consultation Meetings you will undoubtedly have discussions with 

subject teachers about your child’s suitability for Key Stage 4 courses.  I have included a list 

of relevant key staff who you may also want to speak to. In the meantime, students should 

be proactive in discussing their course choices with their parents and seek advice and 

guidance as appropriate. 

Staff Role Area of Advice 

Tutor 
• Overview of students’ areas of strength 
• Course choice process 

Subject Teachers/Faculty Leaders 
• More detailed course information 
• Students’ suitability for a course 

Mr Hartnell – Assistant Principal 
• Course choice process and timetable queries 
• Technical questions and college policy 

Mr Gellett – Assistant Principal 
• Careers advice and guidance incl. appointments 
• Work Experience 

Mr Lane - SENDCo • Advice for students with SEN 

Mr Fearon – Seconded to SLT • Course Choice Process 

Dr Lansley – Assistant Principal 
• Alternative Pathways 
• Information about vocational studies 

 

Timeline for the Course Choice Process 

A careful sequence of events has been planned so that students make well informed 

decisions and choose the best curriculum for them. 

 

Any issues should be initially discussed with your child’s tutor who will then 

liaise with Mr Hartnell or Mr Fearon. 

 

Year 8 
Assembly 

March 2017 

Course 
Choice 

Evening 
8 March 2017 

Year 8 
Subject 

Consultation 
Meetings 
16 March 

2017 

Course 
Choice Forms 

to Tutors 
7 April 2017 

Follow up 
advice for 

some 
students 

Course 
choices 

confirmed 
June 2017 

Student 
timetable 

published end 
of summer 

term 
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Careers Information Advice and Guidance 

Careers information advice and guidance (CIAG) occurs throughout Years 7 to 11.  CIAG 

helps students to understand the world of work and its changing nature, how to obtain 

relevant information, and to explore career pathways for post-16 and beyond.  Students are 

now required to follow one of the following post-16 pathways until the age of 18:   

 further education (college) 

 apprenticeships 

 work with training 

 or voluntary work with training 

These pathways are explained in detail during appropriate sessions.  The College has a range 

of resources available in the library to support student interest. 

The College’s Careers Adviser, Benia Sztucki, works at the College on Tuesdays and is based 

in the Humanities area (in the office next to H18). She operates an appointment system but 

students are encouraged to drop in at break or lunch for information, advice or to arrange 

an appointment.  Mr Gellett can also be seen for any additional careers advice. 

Students and parents who might wish to explore about specific careers might wish to visit: 

https://nationalcareersservice.direct.gov.uk  

Alternative Provision 

Henry Cort has a long tradition of providing alternative courses for students who find the 

normal curriculum too challenging.  We work with numerous local colleges and training 

providers whose courses have offered an alternative way to learn and have supported the 

student’s development.  At present we are not in the position to provide any details of 

courses that might be available but will speak to students we believe would benefit from 

alternatives to the normal curriculum.  Other students might have a very clear career focus. 

If we are informed we would, in certain circumstances, try to place them on an appropriate 

course to support their aspiration.  In all circumstances we would work with parents. 

 

 

    

https://nationalcareersservice.direct.gov.uk/
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Section 2: Course Information

 

Year 9, 10 and 11 (2017-2020) 

Compulsory Core Subjects 

 English Language (Aiming to be completed at the end of year 10) and English 

Literature 

 Mathematics 

 Combined Science or Triple Science 

 Religious Studies (To be completed at the end of year 10) 

Optional Subjects* 

To be completed at the end of Year 10: 

 Business and Enterprise 

 Food and Nutrition 

 Citizenship Studies 

 IT 

 

Core PE will complete in October of Year 11. 

 

 

To be completed at the end of Year 11: 

 Fine Art 

 Dance 

 Material Technology Technical Award 

 Drama 

 Geography 

 History 

 Music – Rock School 

 Modern Foreign Languages 

 Sports Science 

 Textiles Design  

*NB: The subjects studied will be dependent on their approval by the Department of 
Education in May/June 2017.  Any qualifications that are deemed not suitable will be 
replaced by an alternative and you will be informed. 

Subject Guide 

These allow you to compare the subjects according to their demands – try to balance their 

requirements to your skills and abilities.  Each subject has been rated by their teachers 

according to a range of factors: 

 Literacy - The level of writing and reading required 
 Numeracy - the level of maths application involved 
 Communications - The need to explain and share your thoughts and 

ideas with others 
 Creativity - The need to think for yourself creatively 
 Practical - The level of hands on involvement required 
 Group work - Working with others – being both dependant and 

dependable 
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AQA ENGLISH LANGUAGE (8700) AND ENGLISH LITERATURE (8702) 

 

 

Full course details can be found at www.aqa.org.uk  

Course Choice Guide 

Literacy                              

Numeracy                          

Communications  

Creativity 

Practical 

Group Work 

***** 

* 

***** 

***** 

**** 

**** 

Teaching, Learning & Assessment 

Examinations (4) 100% 

SUMMARY OF COURSE 

As a core subject, English GCSE is required by nearly all employers, training programmes and 
providers of further education. We provide a wide experience of different types of activity, 
including analysing texts and films, debating and discussing and produce a range of different 
pieces of writing. Students are encouraged to use their own ideas and become independent 
learners. 

The new syllabus will allow students to study a wide range of fiction and non-fiction texts from 
19th, 20th and 21st Centuries.  Marks for the written exams are given for technical accuracy 
(Spelling, grammar and punctuation): 

• English Language – 20% 
• English Literature – 5%. 

WHAT IT CAN LEAD TO AT COLLEGE AND BEYOND 

Success in English Language will, of course, lay the foundations for your work in English 
Language or Literature at AS level. But the listening, speaking, reading and writing skills you will 
develop will also be useful across a range of arts, humanities and social science subjects, and the 
evaluation skills you will develop will be useful in each and every subject, both at Sixth Form, 
College or in higher education. 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR COMMITMENT REQUIREMENTS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

You will be expected to complete regular study skill, reading or writing homework. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT MISS CLARK 

 

 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/
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OCR MATHEMATICS (J560) 

 

 

Full course details can be found at 
www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/gcse-mathematics-j560-
from-2015  

Course Choice Guide 

Literacy                              

Numeracy                          

Communications  

Creativity 

Practical 

Group Work 

*** 

***** 

*** 

*** 

** 

* 

Teaching, Learning & Assessment 

Examinations (3) 

 

100% 

 

SUMMARY OF COURSE 

Mathematics is offered at two levels of entry; Higher and Foundation. Students wishing to follow 
Mathematics beyond Key Stage 4 must study Higher. The course covers all aspects of 
mathematics and is assessed by a terminal examination made up of three papers. These are 2 x 
calculator and 1 x non-calculator. In addition to this, all students are assessed each half term to 
ensure progress is maintained. 

At GCSE we build upon the work covered at Key Stage 3 and prepare students to be efficient in 
the use of mathematics in real life applications. In the Mathematics faculty we embrace new 
technologies but these are underpinned by the traditional approaches to the subject that are 
required in the wider world. A successful mathematician will be able to show organisation, logic 
and ordering skills in order to break a problem down to smaller, more manageable tasks. 

WHAT IT CAN LEAD TO AT COLLEGE AND BEYOND 

Mathematics is required for practically every job that you can imagine. Most job advertisements 
will request Mathematics at a pass grade at GCSE. The skills developed will demonstrate that 
problems can be identified and broken down. 

As an A level subject it is widely considered to be the most marketable; opening doors into 
careers in ICT, law, engineering, medicine, science and business. The skills that you will develop 
are universal and can be implemented in many areas. 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR COMMITMENT REQUIREMENTS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

You will be expected to undertake independent review and revision of the topics studied 
throughout the course. Students will be expected to complete a weekly homework of up to 1 
hour in length. In addition students will be asked to practice basic skills using the ICT available. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT MR SMITH 

 

 

http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/gcse-mathematics-j560-from-2015
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/gcse-mathematics-j560-from-2015
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AQA COMBINED SCIENCE: TRILOGY (8464) 

 

 

Full course details can be found at 
www.aqa.org.uk/news/new-gcse-science-schemes-of-work 

Course Choice Guide 

Literacy                              

Numeracy                          

Communications  

Creativity 

Practical 

Group Work 

*** 

**** 

*** 

** 

**** 

** 

Teaching, Learning & Assessment 

Examinations (6) 

 

100% 

 

SUMMARY OF COURSE 

This is a double award GCSE which means it is equivalent to two GCSEs. Students studying this 
course will be taught the three disciplines of Biology, Chemistry and Physics in the traditional 
fashion. 

Assessment is terminal (at the end of year 11) and consists of six exams in total (two for Biology, 
two for Chemistry and two for Physics). All the papers are 1 hour and 15 minutes in duration and 
are available in foundation and higher tiers. The papers are equally weighted at 16.7% each and 
are made up from multiple choice, structured closed and short answer as well as open answer 
questions. 

‘Required Practicals’ are a new additional to the science GCSEs and in combined science there 
are 21. These are practical tasks that the students will need to complete during the course to 
help develop investigation skills and they will be assessed as part of the terminal exams. 

WHAT IT CAN LEAD TO AT COLLEGE AND BEYOND 

The skills learned in science e.g. problem solving and investigational skills will be applicable in a 
wide range of careers and are highly valued by employers. 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR COMMITMENT REQUIREMENTS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

You will be expected to undertake independent review and revision of the topics studied 
throughout the course. There will be regular end of topic tests as well as PPES throughout the 
course to prepare you for the demands of the terminal exams. Revision sessions will be 
compulsory in the run up to the exams. Intervention support will be given to students not 
achieving their full potential. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT MISS NARINDAR 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/news/new-gcse-science-schemes-of-work
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AQA TRIPLE SCIENCE: BIOLOGY (8461), CHEMISTRY (8462), PHYSICS (8463) 

 

 

Full course details can be found at 
www.aqa.org.uk/news/new-gcse-science-schemes-of-work 

Course Choice Guide 

Literacy                              

Numeracy                          

Communications  

Creativity 

Practical 

Group Work 

**** 

**** 

**** 

** 

**** 

** 

Teaching, Learning & Assessment 

Examinations (6) 

 

100% 

 

SUMMARY OF COURSE 

Students following the Triple Science course will achieve 3 GCSEs in the Science disciplines of 
Biology, Chemistry and Physics. Triple science covers more content than combined science and 
provides a very comprehensive foundation to those students who intend to follow the pure 
sciences at A-Level. 

Assessment is terminal (at the end of year 11) and will consist of 6 exams in total. Two exams in 
each subject area. Each exam has a 50% weighting for the GCSE and the duration of the exam is 
1 hour and 45 minutes. As in combined science, there are ‘required practicals’ that the students 
will undertake throughout the course to develop scientific investigation skills as well as reinforce 
understanding. There are 28 practicals in total and these will be assessed as part of the terminal 
examination. 

WHAT IT CAN LEAD TO AT COLLEGE AND BEYOND 

Students following the separate science route can expect to follow ‘pure’ science A-Levels such 
as Biology, Human Biology, Chemistry and Physics.  Potential future careers may include 
opportunities to work in engineering, forensic science, veterinary science and medicine.  The 
skills learned in science e.g. problem solving and investigational skills will be applicable in a wide 
range of careers and are highly valued by employers. 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR COMMITMENT REQUIREMENTS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

This is a demanding course and students will be expected to undertake independent review and 
revision of the topics studied throughout the course. There will be regular end of topic tests as 
well as PPES throughout the course to prepare students for the demands of the terminal exams.  
Revision sessions will be compulsory in the run up to the exams. Intervention support will be 
given to students not achieving their full potential. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT MISS NARINDAR 

 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/news/new-gcse-science-schemes-of-work
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EDUQAS RELIGIOUS EDUCATION – ROUTE A (C120P2) 

 

 

Full course details can be found at 
www.eduqas.co.uk/qualifications/religious-studies 

Course Choice Guide 

Literacy                              

Numeracy                          

Communications  

Creativity 

Practical 

Group Work 

***** 

* 

**** 

** 

 

**** 

Teaching, Learning & Assessment 

Examinations (3) 

 

100% 

 

SUMMARY OF COURSE 

This provides you with an opportunity to reflect on the religious traditions.  The course involves 
a thematic study of some central questions and issues in human life and experience.  You will 
study four units: 

1. Issues of relationships 
2. Issues of life and death 
3. Issues of good and evil 
4. Issues of human rights 

In each of these units you will study the Hindu and Christian responses as well as having the 
opportunity to express your own views: 

 Study of Christianity – students will cover Christian beliefs and practices. 

 Study of Hinduism – students will cover Hindu beliefs and practices. 

WHAT IT CAN LEAD TO AT COLLEGE AND BEYOND 

A GCSE in Religious Studies provides a suitable foundation for further study at AS or A Level. 
After an A or AS level in Religious Studies you can use it to apply for a job or degree in just about 
anything.  

The application of ethical principles is essential to most disciplines but particularly to modern-
day medicine, science, technology, environmental studies, economics and business. 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR COMMITMENT REQUIREMENTS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Students are expected to keep up-to-date with current affairs through newspapers, television, 
the internet and radio. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT MRS HOWAT 

 

http://www.eduqas.co.uk/qualifications/religious-studies/gcse/eduqas-gcse-RS-spec-full-from-2016.pdf?language_id=1
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OCR FINE ART (J171)* 

 

*NB You cannot study this and Textiles Design 

 

Full course details can be found at www.ocr.org.uk 

Course Choice Guide 

Literacy                              

Numeracy                          

Communications  

Creativity 

Practical 

Group Work 

*** 

* 

*** 

***** 

***** 

* 

Teaching, Learning & Assessment 

Portfolio 

Externally set task 

60% 

40% 

SUMMARY OF COURSE 

This course builds the knowledge, skills and understanding for all art, craft and design 
specification titles and is designed to contribute to the quality, breadth of choice and coherence 
of national provision. It is designed to encourage students to develop knowledge, skills, and 
understanding along with creativity and imagination. Students show this through their responses 
to a range of visual and written stimuli. This provides an opportunity for students to take a 
personal interest in why Art and Design matters and to be inspired and changed by studying an 
exciting and stimulating course of study.  Students have the opportunity to gain insight into the 
practices of individuals, organisations and creative and cultural industries. 

Students are required to choose one or more area(s) of study:  

 Installation  

 Lens-/Light-based media  

 Mixed-media  

 Land art  

 Printing  

 Painting  

 Sculpture 

WHAT IT CAN LEAD TO AT COLLEGE AND BEYOND 

GCSE Art and Design can be a stepping stone towards A Level Art, Textiles or a BTEC National 
Diploma in similar Art related subjects. This could then lead to degree courses (BA/ BA Hons) in 
various subject areas. 

Art is so diverse that future careers can be very varied and could lead to professional artist, Art 
teacher, illustrator, graphic designer, interior designer, print maker, fashion designer, theatre 
design, ceramics and many more. 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR COMMITMENT REQUIREMENTS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Art is time consuming so you must be committed to finishing work in your own time. The 
attendance of Art club and completion of homework will be expected regularly. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT MR WILLIAMS 

 

http://www.ocr.org.uk/
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NCFE LEVEL 2 CERTIFICATE BUSINESS AND ENTERPRISE (601/0048/5) 

 

 

Full course details can be found at 
www.ncfe.org.uk/media/829485/l2-business-and-
enterprise-qualification-specification-issue-6.pdf  

Course Choice Guide 

Literacy                              

Numeracy                          

Communications  

Creativity 

Practical 

Group Work 

***** 

***** 

**** 

*** 

*** 

*** 

Teaching, Learning & Assessment 

External Assessment (1) 

Portfolio (3) 

25% 

75% 

SUMMARY OF COURSE 

This course is a complementary Technical Award and the vocational equivalent of GCSE 
qualifications. Both are aimed at 14-16 year olds studying their Key Stage 4 curriculum who are 
interested in any aspect of business and enterprise contexts such as marketing and finance.  Level 
2 is equivalent to GCSE grades A*-C.  

The course focuses on an applied study of the business and enterprise sector and students will 
gain a broad understanding and knowledge of working in the sector.  They have been designed to 
sit alongside the requirements of core GCSE subjects and are appropriate for students who are 
motivated and challenged by learning through hands-on experiences and through content which 
is concrete and related directly to those experiences.  

This course is appropriate for students who are looking to develop a significant core of knowledge 
and understanding and apply that knowledge through a project.  

WHAT IT CAN LEAD TO AT COLLEGE AND BEYOND 

This course can help you prepare for further and higher education. It prepares you for relevant 
academic and vocational studies post-16. 

You will become skilled in making decisions, solving problems, understanding finance, dealing 
with data, communicating and working as part of a team.  Even if you don’t go on to study 
business further you will have benefitted because many jobs involve working for a business and 
business related professions such as accountancy, marketing, human resources, operations and 
leisure and tourism industry. 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR COMMITMENT REQUIREMENTS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Students can attend supported sessions that run weekly in after college revision sessions. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT MR SMITH 

http://www.ncfe.org.uk/media/829485/l2-business-and-enterprise-qualification-specification-issue-6.pdf
http://www.ncfe.org.uk/media/829485/l2-business-and-enterprise-qualification-specification-issue-6.pdf
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AQA CITIZENSHIP STUDIES (8100) 

 

 

Full course details can be found at  
www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/citizenship/gcse/citizenship-
studies-8100  

Course Choice Guide 

Literacy                              

Numeracy                          

Communications  

Creativity 

Practical 

Group Work 

***** 

* 

***** 

**** 

**** 

**** 

Teaching, Learning & Assessment 

Examinations (2) 

Active Citizenship 
Project 

85% 

15% 

SUMMARY OF COURSE 

This subject was introduced 5 years ago which has been studied enthusiastically by students 
leading to excellent results (96% A – C in 2016). 

GCSE Citizenship studies is a good subject to compliment many other subjects such as History, 
English and Geography, being a broad based general subject. It will also interest those students 
with an interest in the world around them and current affairs.  The course looks at fighting for 
change in society, how the political and legal systems in Britain work and affect us, How the 
media influences us, relations between Britain, Europe and the rest of the world including 
conflict resolution and aid giving. 

The course is immensely relevant to the world we are living in and involves issues we simply 
can’t ignore.  This helps students develop skills such as critical thinking, decision making and 
collaborative working. 

WHAT IT CAN LEAD TO AT COLLEGE AND BEYOND 

Citizenship is a demanding subject, but incredibly relevant for those students wanting to be 
involved and change the world they live in. Students have gone on to study A level Citizenship, 
Sociology, Philosophy, History, Geography, Politics and The Law at college or studied more 
practical subjects such as social care with the aim of being a social worker. 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR COMMITMENT REQUIREMENTS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Students can attend supported sessions that run weekly in after college revision sessions. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT MR BRISTOW 

 

 

 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/citizenship/gcse/citizenship-studies-8100
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/citizenship/gcse/citizenship-studies-8100
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AQA DANCE (8236) 

 

 

Full course details can be found at www.aqa.org  

Course Choice Guide 

Literacy                              

Numeracy                          

Communications  

Creativity 

Practical 

Group Work 

*** 

* 

**** 

***** 

***** 

**** 

Teaching, Learning & Assessment 

Examination 

Performance 

60% 

40% 

SUMMARY OF COURSE 

During this course you will have the opportunity to study and experience the prime skills, 
techniques and creative aspects of the art of being a dancer.  A predominately practical based 
course, the Dance GCSE will cover a range of skills from choreography to performance.   

You will experience contemporary technique and perform in not only a group dance, but also a 
solo set dance.  You will learn and develop your skills as a choreographer and as part of your 
coursework, create a solo piece as well as a group dance.   

You will support your practical understanding of the key elements of dance through analysing 
professional choreographers, as well as deepening your knowledge of the dancers’ body, 
nutrition and aspects of health and safety.  These will be formalised as part of a written 
examination at the end of the course.   

WHAT IT CAN LEAD TO AT COLLEGE AND BEYOND 

If you wish to study dance or performing arts further, local colleges offer A Level and BTEC 
courses. 

If you choose not to pursue the course to a higher level, having this course on your CV will show 
employers not just your creative side, but that you have a proven ability to self manage, organise 
events, show commitment and work effectively as part of a team. 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR COMMITMENT REQUIREMENTS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

You will be expected to study/rehearse in your own time (after college) to prepare for the 
performance and choreography assessments.  You will also need to be confident in performing 
and be able to lead choreography tasks well.  There is also an expectation that students will be 
involved in a Creative Arts production, such as Rock Challenge and the Arts Festival. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT MRS WARNER 

http://www.aqa.org/
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BCS Level 1/2 Technical Award in Digital Literacy 

 

 

Full course details can be found at 
http://www.bcs.org/category/19022?src=hs1  

Course Choice Guide 

Literacy                              

Numeracy                          

Communications  

Creativity 

Practical 

Group Work 

*** 

*** 

** 

** 

***** 

** 

Teaching, Learning & Assessment 

You will complete four units which are 
tested in three assessments taken 
under controlled exam conditions.  

SUMMARY OF COURSE 

It has been designed specifically for young people who are looking to gain broad knowledge and 
skills to use technology efficiently, safely, and creatively to progress their learning in IT, or any 
subject where digital literacy skills are required. You will study the application of digital skills 
needed for the workplace required in a wide range of occupations.  You will be taught the 
following: 

 How to use the most common applications efficiently. 

 Use online technology to collaborate and communicate, including; communicating with 
digital technology including email, conference calls and social media; how to set-up 
equipment for online communications,  share documents and work with remote 
colleagues and the risks associated with online collaboration. 

 How to be safe while using digital technology, including; why being safe online is 
important,  managing your digital footprint and keeping your digital technology and 
yourself safe from common threats  

 How to research and manage digital information, including; how to present digital 
information by choosing the right application, graphical representation and make it 
appealing to your audience 

WHAT IT CAN LEAD TO AT COLLEGE AND BEYOND 

Progression routes are numerous due to the broad application of digital technology in today’s 
workplace and learning environments.   The qualification will also give you digital literacy 
competence to support effective research and information management needed for a wide range 
of A Level subjects including English, History and Business Studies. It will prepare learners for the 
digital skills requirements of the new technical education routes.   You could also take the skills 
learnt with this qualification to progress to one of the numerous new Apprenticeship standards. 
Subject areas include Business Administration, Digital Technician, Engineering and Manufacturing, 
Health and Science, Legal, Financial and accountancy.  

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT MR SMITH 

 

http://www.bcs.org/category/19022?src=hs1
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EDUQAS DRAMA (C690QS) 

 

 

Full course details can be found at www.eduqas.co.uk  

Course Choice Guide 

Literacy                              

Numeracy                          

Communications  

Creativity 

Practical 

Group Work 

**** 

* 

***** 

***** 

***** 

***** 

Teaching, Learning & Assessment 

Examination (2 hours) 

Non-exam assessment 

40% 

60% 

SUMMARY OF COURSE 

As part of the course, students will participate in the process and performance of practical 
drama work. This includes script work and devised dramatic work. 

The other aspects of the course will deal with the topics included in the drama examination. This 
will involve answering questions on live theatre and set text. Typical activities focus on the skills 
and techniques required to develop a successful performance piece. Students will keep a log 
book to track the skills developed and to support the written element of the course. 

WHAT IT CAN LEAD TO AT COLLEGE AND BEYOND 

For students who intend to continue their education it offers a solid grounding for A Level 
Drama, which is recognised and accepted by the majority of universities and colleges. It also 
supports progression to study a BTEC Level 3 in Drama/Performing Arts. 

As well as the obvious career opportunities in the theatre, radio, film and television 
broadcasting, the course can be relevant to a variety of jobs linked with communications e.g. 
sales, public relations, social work, teaching, law, journalism. 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR COMMITMENT REQUIREMENTS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

All GCSE drama students are expected to audition for the college productions and ‘Rock 
Challenge’.  Students are also expected to rehearse practical work after college at a minimum of 
once a week.  Good attendance is essential for GCSE drama as all practical work involves working 
as part of a group. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT MR CHALLEN 

http://www.eduqas.co.uk/qualifications/drama-and-theatre/gcse/
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NCFE LEVEL 2 CERTIFICATE IN FOOD & COOKERY (602/4533/X) 

 

 

Full course details can be found at www.ncfe.org.uk  

Course Choice Guide 

Literacy                              

Numeracy                          

Communications  

Creativity 

Practical 

Group Work 

**** 

**** 

***** 

***** 

***** 

*** 

Teaching, Learning & Assessment 

Portfolio 

Externally set task 

60% 

40% 

SUMMARY OF COURSE 

This qualification is designed for learners with an interest in food and cookery. It will provide 
learners with experience of using different cooking techniques and methods to enable them to 
use these within further education or apprenticeships. It will give them a basic understanding of 
the skills required for a career in food.  This qualification aims to focus on an applied study of the 
food and cookery occupational area, offer breadth and depth of study, incorporating a 
significant core of knowledge and theoretical content with broad-ranging applicability and 
provide opportunities to acquire a number of practical and technical skills.  

The objectives are to help students to prepare and cook using basic skills, understand food and 
its functions in the body and in recipes, understand balanced diets and modification of recipes 
for health and plan and produce dishes for a purpose.  

Throughout the delivery of this qualification, the following core areas and transferable skills 
should be evident:  

• planning  
• research skills  
• communication  

• problem-solving skills  
• health and safety. 

WHAT IT CAN LEAD TO AT COLLEGE AND BEYOND 

It is a suitable qualification for those who want a broad background in this area and for those 
who wish to progress to further education, for example to complete a City & Guilds catering 
qualification.  It will also offer valuable preparation for those entering the world of work. 
Possible future careers in this subject: catering; hospitality; tourism; nutritionist; dietician; 
health & fitness work; and medical. 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR COMMITMENT REQUIREMENTS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Students will be responsible for providing ingredients for each practical session. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT MS HAWES 

http://www.ncfe.org.uk/
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AQA GEOGRAPHY (8035) 

 

 

Full course details can be found at www.aqa.org.uk  

Course Choice Guide 

Literacy                              

Numeracy                          

Communications  

Creativity 

Practical 

Group Work 

***** 

**** 

**** 

** 

** 

** 

Teaching, Learning & Assessment 

Examination (3) 100% 

SUMMARY OF COURSE 

This course is exciting, relevant and essential for understanding the changes we face in the 21st 
century.  Students are required to develop and demonstrate a range of skills, including 
cartographic, graphical, numerical and statistical. The course consists of three units:  

1. Living with the physical environment - the causes, consequences and management of 
natural hazards such as hurricanes, volcanoes and earthquakes; ecosystems such as 
Tropical rainforests, hot and cold deserts; the UK physical landscapes including coastal, 
river or glacial landscapes.  

2. Challenges in the human environment - urban issues and challenges including in depth 
studies in to cities in different parts of the world such as Brazil and India and the UK; the 
changing economic world; the challenge of resource management – how are we going to 
ensure we have sufficient food and energy for the future?  

3. Geographical applications - Issues evaluation: This section contributes a critical thinking 
and problem-solving element to the assessment structure. Fieldwork: Over the 2 years 
students will carry out both human and physical fieldwork to enable them to develop 
earn a range of skills. 

WHAT IT CAN LEAD TO AT COLLEGE AND BEYOND 

Geography develops your skills of analysis, investigation and decision making. The skills you will 
pick up during the course are easily transferable to many walks of life, from planning, 
environmental work, geology, teaching, park ranger...the list is endless! 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR COMMITMENT REQUIREMENTS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

You will be encouraged to attend revision sessions and to come on trips to bring to life the 
geography studied in the classroom and support your progress in Geography to reach your 
targets.  Revision guides: GCSE AQA geography for Grade 1-9 course ISBN: 9781782946113, 
GCSE AQA Geography complete Revision and practise ISBN: 9781782946137 and GCSE AQA 
Geography The Revision guide ISBN: 9781782946106. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT MR BRISTOW 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/
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NCFE LEVEL 2 CERTIFICATE IN HEALTH AND FITNESS (601/4534/1) 

 

 

Full course details can be found at 
www.ncfe.org.uk/qualification-search/ncfe-level-2-
certificate-in-health-and-fitness-2021.aspx  

Course Choice Guide 

Literacy                              

Numeracy                          

Communications  

Creativity 

Practical 

Group Work 

**** 

** 

***** 

**** 

***** 

***** 

Teaching, Learning & Assessment 

External Assessment 

Internal Assessment 

25% 

75% 

SUMMARY OF COURSE 

The Level 2 Certificate in Health and Fitness has been designed to provide an engaging and 
stimulating introduction to the world health and fitness.  They will complete 4 units; Principles of 
health and fitness, Healthy Lifestyles, Preparing and planning for health and fitness and Develop 
a personal health and fitness programme. 

Students will be introduced to the principles of health and fitness, understand the main 
components of fitness and the principles of training.  They will look at the benefits and the 
effects of exercise on the body’s system.  

They will be provided with the knowledge and understanding of how food and physical activity 
can contribute to a healthy lifestyle, learn the importance of diet and nutrition.  They will 
understand how motivation affects participation in physical activity. 

They will understand factors that affect a health and fitness plan.  This will enable you to 
prepare and plan a health and fitness plan to improve your exercise and diet.  They will be able 
to evaluate a health and fitness plan.  Students will have the opportunity to bring together their 
learning gained throughout the course and develop a health and fitness programme.   

WHAT IT CAN LEAD TO AT COLLEGE AND BEYOND 

This course is an excellent foundation for post-16 courses in Physical Education and Sport 
Science related fields.  It is also suitable if you are thinking about coaching or teaching related 
careers or sports management. 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR COMMITMENT REQUIREMENTS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

It may be necessary to complete additional support classes after college to ensure that units of 
work are completed to a good standard. We would also encourage students to continue to 
participate in their favourite sports outside college hours. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT MR FEARON 

 

http://www.ncfe.org.uk/qualification-search/ncfe-level-2-certificate-in-health-and-fitness-2021.aspx
http://www.ncfe.org.uk/qualification-search/ncfe-level-2-certificate-in-health-and-fitness-2021.aspx
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AQA HISTORY (8145) 

 

 

Full course details can be found at 
www.aqa.org.uk/8145  

Course Choice Guide 

Literacy                              

Numeracy                          

Communications  

Creativity 

Practical 

Group Work 

***** 

* 

***** 

** 

* 

**** 

Teaching, Learning & Assessment 

Examination (2) 100% 

SUMMARY OF COURSE 

Within this course students will study:  

 One thematic study: This enables students to understand change and continuity across a 
long sweep of history. Britain: Health and the people: C1000 to the present day 

 One period study: This allows students to focus on a substantial and coherent medium 
time span of at least 50 years. Germany 1890 – 1945: Democracy and dictatorship. 

 Two depth studies: One British and one European/wider world. Depth studies enable 
students to focus on a substantial and coherent short time span, gaining understanding 
of the complexities of a society or historical situation.  

Depth Study 1 - Conflict and tension between the East and West 1945–1972 and Depth Study 2 - 
British depth study including the historic environment:  This focusses on a particular site in its 
historical context and enables students to study the relationship between a place and historical 
events and developments. Elizabethan England c1568-1603. 

WHAT IT CAN LEAD TO AT COLLEGE AND BEYOND 

History informs your present and guides your futures in every sense: you will learn to weigh up 
evidence, offer opinion, and communicate informed ideas clearly and confidently, both verbally 
and in writing; these are skills employers seek greatly. 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR COMMITMENT REQUIREMENTS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Students will research and revise independently in addition to the offered revision sessions and 
they can also take advantage of other enrichment opportunities like trips, university sessions, 
workshops and guest speakers.  Students will find the following revision guide useful: New GCSE 
History AQA Revision Guide - For the Grade 9-1 Course CGP Books ISBN: 978-1782946045. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT MR SHEPHERD, MRS HARTNELL, MISS McKAY OR 
MR RHODES 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/8145
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AQA LEVEL 2 TECHNICAL AWARD MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY (3740) 

 

 

Full course details can be found at 
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/design-and-
technology/technical-award/materials-technology  

Course Choice Guide 

Literacy                              

Numeracy                          

Communications  

Creativity 

Practical 

Group Work 

*** 

**** 

***** 

**** 

***** 

** 

Teaching, Learning & Assessment 

External Assessment (1) 

Internal Assessment (2) 

40% 

60% 

SUMMARY OF COURSE 

The new Level 2 Technical Awards in non-EBacc subjects are ideally suited to students with a 
preference for practical, rather than theoretical learning.  The course will be tailored towards 
specific career areas and all have a focus on creativity and working with a range of different 3D 
materials. 

Unit 1: Skills demonstration (internally assessed).  Students will carry out a number of bite-sized 
projects to demonstrate their competence in 12 core skills.  This will include the transferable skill of 
teamwork and one of the mini projects should allow for this.  Students will produce a series of small 
made outcomes and record their work in a portfolio of no more than 12 pages. 

Unit 2: Extended making project (internally assessed).  Students will undertake an extended making 
project that showcases the skills and knowledge they have developed in Unit 1. 

Unit 3: The project will be in response to a brief.  The Fundamentals of Materials Technology is 
externally assessed.  Students will study materials and their working properties and learn about 
processes and manufacture.  They will gain knowledge of the applications and characteristics of a 
wide range of woods, metals and polymers and also learn about possible careers within industry.  

WHAT IT CAN LEAD TO AT COLLEGE AND BEYOND 

The Technical Awards develop practical skills and core knowledge for students to progress onto 
Level 3 qualifications, employment or apprenticeships.  Technical Awards will count equally 
alongside GCSEs when applying to do further study in general or vocational qualifications. 
 
EXTRA-CURRICULAR COMMITMENT REQUIREMENTS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

When completing the internally assessed sections of the course students will be required to use the 
technology facilities to keep up with the demands of the course. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT MR COPELIN 

 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/design-and-technology/technical-award/materials-technology
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/design-and-technology/technical-award/materials-technology
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RSL ROCK SCHOOL - MUSIC 

 

 

Full course details can be found at 
www.rslawards.com/music/graded-music-exams  

 

SUMMARY OF COURSE 

Course Choice Guide 

Literacy                              

Numeracy                          

Communications  

Creativity 

Practical 

Group Work 

**** 

* 

**** 

***** 

***** 

**** 

Teaching, Learning & Assessment 

Grade Examination  

or 

Performance Certificate 

100% 

 

100% 

We are passionate about all the major rock instruments, so whether you are an indie guitarist, 
metal drummer or pop pianist, we have got a grade exam that will help you become a more 
accomplished and well-rounded musician.  

We take students from a complete beginner (Entry Level 2) to professional standard (Grade 8) 
at a pace that suits them.  We have made sure the learning curve is gradual, challenging and 
rewarding – whatever their ability level or musical background, we have got a grade exam to 
suit them. 

A Rockschool Grade is a true gauge of playing and musical ability. Students’ learning is tailored 
to fit real-world music situations, and exams are based on performance.  Performance pieces 
are focused on the most popular contemporary genres and written to put every ounce of 
students’ technique and performing ability to the test.  They can choose from a wide range of 
rock, pop, metal and funk tracks selected to develop their artistic awareness and musicianship. 

At each grade, as well as Rockschool's own compositions, students can pick their own songs to 
play in their exam, just bring the sheet music and audio to the exam with you. 

WHAT IT CAN LEAD TO AT COLLEGE AND BEYOND 

Students can consider A Level Music or one of the Btec Performing and Music Technology 
options. In addition, you might wish to study A Level Performing Arts. 

Your listening skills will enhance the aural perception needed in language examinations.  Your 
performing skills will give you confidence in playing to an audience.  Useful if you intend to 
pursue, for example, drama or law. 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR COMMITMENT REQUIREMENTS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Each grade is fully accredited by every UK regulatory body with UCAS points awarded at grade 
6, 7 & 8 - yes our grade are worth just as much as traditional exam boards. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT MR CHILCOTT 

http://www.rslawards.com/music/graded-music-exams
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AQA MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES: FRENCH (4655), GERMAN (4665) 

 

 

Full course details can be found at www.aqa.org.uk  

Course Choice Guide 

Literacy                              

Numeracy                          

Communications  

Creativity 

Practical 

Group Work 

***** 

* 

***** 

*** 

** 

** 

Teaching, Learning & Assessment 

Examination (4) 

Internal assessment 

100% 

0% 

SUMMARY OF COURSE 

Students will study a range of topics including: 

• identity and culture,  
• local, national, international and global areas of interest 
• current and future study and employment 

Listening, speaking, reading and writing elements all count for 25% towards final grade and are 
assessed by final exam.  Listening will be assessed by understanding and responding to different 
types of spoken languages.  Writing is evidenced in communicating effectively for a variety of 
purposes.  Speaking interactions will include a role play task, a photo-based discussion and free 
discussion on various topics.  Reading will include a translation element, both into English and 
into the target language. 

WHAT IT CAN LEAD TO AT COLLEGE AND BEYOND 

Studying a modern foreign language is much more than just an academic subject. It enables you 
to empathise with and enter into another person’s world; to communicate across cultures and 
to enrich one’s own life. It expands your range of thinking whilst at the same time it develops 
effective writing skills in, and understanding of, English and the foreign language. Research has 
shown that there are clear advantages in studying a modern foreign language in terms of 
cognitive skills and understanding. 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR COMMITMENT REQUIREMENTS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Students will be expected to do writing, reading and vocabulary learning tasks after every lesson.  
GCSE help clinics run after college once a week, or by arrangement with the teacher. There will 
be revision sessions for listening and reading in Year 11. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT MS HUBERT 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/
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OCR SPORT SCIENCE LEVEL 1 (J802) / LEVEL 2 (J812) 

 

 

Full course details can be found at www.ocr.org.uk  

SUMMARY OF COURSE 

Elite sport has embraced sport science disciplines in 
the past few decades considering every minute detail 
of an athlete’s training programme, rest time,  

Course Choice Guide 

Literacy                              

Numeracy                          

Communications  

Creativity 

Practical 

Group Work 

**** 

** 

***** 

**** 

***** 

***** 

Teaching, Learning & Assessment 

Level 1 
Mandatory (2) 

Level 2  
Mandatory (2) 
Optional (2) 

 
100% 

 
50% 
50% 

environment and psychology in the pursuit of excellence.  
The Cambridge Nationals in Sport Science offer students the opportunity to study key areas of 
sport science including anatomy and physiology linked to fitness, health, injury and 
performance; the science of training and application of training principles, and psychology in 
sport and sports performance. 

 Mandatory - Reducing the risk of Sport Injuries 

 Mandatory – Applying the principals of training 

 Optional – The body’s response to physical activity 

 Optional – Sports Psychology 

 Optional – Sports Nutrition 

 Optional – Technology in Sport Centre 

WHAT IT CAN LEAD TO AT COLLEGE AND BEYOND 

Completion of the course can lead to a wide range of general and vocational qualifications: 

 Apprenticeship Framework 

 Vocational Qualifications/ NVQ Diploma in Personal Training & Leisure Management 

 A Level in Physical Education 

 Cambridge Technical in Sport. 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR COMMITMENT REQUIREMENTS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

It may be necessary to complete additional support classes after college to ensure that units of 
work are completed to a good standard. We would also encourage students to continue to 
participate in their favourite sports outside college hours.. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT MR FEARON 

 

http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/cambridge-nationals-sport-science-level-1-2-j802-j812/
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OCR TEXTILE DESIGN (J174)* 

 

*NB You cannot study this and Fine Art 

 

Full course details can be found at www.ocr.org.uk 

Course Choice Guide 

Literacy                              

Numeracy                          

Communications  

Creativity 

Practical 

Group Work 

*** 

* 

*** 

***** 

***** 

Teaching, Learning & Assessment 

Portfolio 

Externally set task 

60% 

40% 

SUMMARY OF COURSE 

Textile Design is defined here as the creation of designs and products for woven, knitted, 
stitched or printed fabrics and involves an understanding of fibres, yarns and fabrics.  Students 
must explore, acquire and develop skills, knowledge and understanding through the application 
of techniques and processes specific to their chosen area(s) of study of Textile Design.  Students 
must explore practical and relevant critical and contextual sources such as the work of historical 
and contemporary textile designers and the different purposes, intentions and functions of 
textile design as appropriate to their own work.  Students must demonstrate the knowledge, 
skills and understanding through area(s) of study relevant to Textile Design. 

Students are required to choose one or more area(s) of study:  

 Constructed textiles 

 Digital textiles 

 Dyed fabrics 

 Printed fabrics 

 Fashion design 

 Installed textiles 

 Soft furnishings 

 Stitched and/or embellished textiles 

WHAT IT CAN LEAD TO AT COLLEGE AND BEYOND 

Completion of the GCSE in Textiles will allow you to further your interest through either A level 
Textiles or through college based courses.  There are also many career options within fashion 
and textiles ranging from designing and development of textiles products to careers within the 
fashion industry.  The portfolio of work you create in the course is valued by employers and 
colleges and provides an ideal route into creative courses. 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR COMMITMENT REQUIREMENTS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Textiles is time consuming so you must be committed to finishing work in your own time. The 
attendance of workshops and completion of homework will be expected regularly. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT MRS BALDRY 

 

http://www.ocr.org.uk/

